ROI Blueprints
End-to-End Project and Portfolio Management
ROI Blueprints is a SaaS project and portfolio management
product enabling you to manage project schedules, costs,
resources, risks, and deliveries easily and effectively.

Problem

Identifying, evaluating, and successfully executing the right
strategic priorities isn’t easily done, even under the best
circumstances. It is made even more difficult if those strategies
are not connected to the detailed planning, execution, and
delivery of specific projects necessary to fulfill each strategic
priority. In addition, the lack of timely and accurate information
flowing back to stakeholders about active projects can cause
additional risks, project delays and project failures.

Solution

ROI Blueprints is a proven SaaS project portfolio management
(PPM) solution focused on maximizing organizational return on
project investments while minimizing associated risks. With an
intuitive interface, ROI Blueprints can help manage the complete
flow of projects through initial intake, planning and monitoring,
and final delivery using an interactive visual workflow.

Getting projects done on time is only half of the equation;
projects need to be delivered on budget. ROI Blueprints
gives you the tools needed to estimate and plan your project
funding, track all expenditures, and stay in-line with budgets.
Finally, with out of the box, real-time project diagnostics
and detailed issue and risk management, you can effectively
stay on top of projects while reporting key information to
stakeholders across the organization.
ROI Blueprints is part of Sopheon’s single, scalable
innovation system. Using insights from ROIB Blueprints,
Sopheon’s solution can assess gaps and opportunities,
allowing organizations to steer product and brand portfolios
to meet short- and long-term strategic goals. Together,
ROI Blueprints and Sopheon bring ability, effectiveness,
and efficiency, to innovation management, new product
development programs, and product pipelines by connecting
strategy to execution.

Key Benefits

10-15% improved
performance in
project schedule and
financials

Improved and
optimized resource
utilization

Improved project
budgeting and capital
planning

Reduced impact
of issues due to
real-time status and
project diagnostics

Improved
capacity planning

sopheon.com

ROI Blueprints is the Best
Choice for PPM
Establish Clear Financial
Targets and Business Cases

Provide Real-Time Status
and Risk Analysis

Our financial modeling tool (NPV, IRR, and Payback Period)
shows project cash flow and impact to your income
statement, with a few simple clicks.

With project diagnostic engine and project-specific health
score, project managers and the leadership team have the
right information needed to take timely and corrective actions.

• Automated calculation of planned costs driven by the
work breakdown structure

• Data-driven, real-time status of project health in project
health score

• Capture internal vs. external labor costs, as well as nonlabor costs

• Alerts when variance exceeds thresholds

• Out of the box support for classifying costs as Capital
Costs, Deferred Expenses or OpEx

• Resource management analytics

• Project-specific financial ledgers track actual costs at a
transactional level including, but not limited to, internal
and external labor costs as well as non-labor costs; these
costs are then integrated with the timecard module.

• Integrated risk and issue management

• Milestone and phase rollup view
• Detailed historical data captures key project metrics,
project versions and snapshots

Get Visual Governance
Workflow
All organizations need a well-defined process for navigating
projects from the creation of the business case through
execution. System-enabled governance mitigates the risk of
inconsistent adherence of processes and policies.
• Interactive project lifecycle workflow
• Built-in change control workflow
• Built-in release management functionality
• System-enabled governance requires sponsor and
stakeholder approvals

Find out more
Learn more about how ROI Blueprints can help
your organization meet your Project Portfolio
Management requirements
Watch the video

Learn More | Website | Podcast | Blog

Contact Sopheon to schedule
an ROI Blueprints Demo Today

